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Abstract: The sustainable development problem now is not only source of costs, rather indivisible 
part of business. Enterprises today defining costs for environment safety and, like a first step, 
imlementing EMS (Environment Management System), because they want to prevent 
contamination and integrate environment management system in all leading areas. Essence of 
sustainable development – environment management system and relationship between ecology and 
economy and social area of life, and ecoefficiency, which  more and more represent  business 
practice in developed countries are given in this paper. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The solving problem of environment 
contamination in previous period has been 
observed like source of costs against profit 
increase, like strategic business goal. Today 
enterprises are efficiency and responsability. 
Leading international companies defined costs for 
environment preservation and they are applying 
Environment Management System for costs 
control. In modern economy based in knowledge 
and innovative, ecoefficiency more and more 
represent strategic element which relating work in 
environment area and business results. Namely, 
ecoefficiency is requirement for higher value with 
less negative influences. 
 
2.  ABOUT SUSTAINABLE  
     DEVELOPMENT 
 

Sustainable development is harmonious 
relationship between ecology and economy, with 
goal of natural abundance preservation  in our 
planet for future generations. We can say that 
sustainable development represent general 
download, desire for making better world, with 
balansing social, economical and environmental 
factors. 

We can give one more interpretation of 
sustainable development: sustainable development 
is defined like process of changes in which the 
exploitation resources, investments direction, 
technical development orientation and 
institutional changes are according and enabling 
needs satisfy of present and future generations. 
Interpretation published in report „Our jointly 

future“, in 1987, in the part of World commission 
for environment and development. Institutional 
development understanding changes in political, 
educational, legal, financial and other systems. 

 Sustainable development concept deriving 
from forestry, where that concept represent 
precaution in which afforestation with new sapling 
and logging are in directly relationship – always 
enable new accession, without lyfe seat breach. 
That ecological principle can be applied for 
differente natural abundance and ecological 
systems, in atmosphere carth, too. That mean 
relation in natural abundance which is oriented in 
future. Apprehension of sustainable development 
enlarged in form „sustainable development magic 
triangle“, which is involving ecological 
counterbalance, „economic safety“ and „social 
justice“. In addition environment preservation in 
local and global level, jointly stamp out economic 
and social goals.  

With goal to deal with this problem and illume 
apstract concept „sustainable development“ and 
translate in concrete educational actions, the 
United nations declared decade 2005-2014 like 
decade „education for sustainable development“. 
UNESCO like leading organization recieved 
proposition to coordinate all activities in this 
decade. 
 
3. SHORT RETROSPECTIVE VIEW TO 

EFFORTS IN SUSTAINABLE 
     DEVELOPMENT AREA (FROM 
     STOKHOLM TO JAHANESBURG) 
 
 At first World conference United nations about 
environment, held in 1972 in Stokholm, first time 
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in international level indicated in dangerous from 
environment contamination at our planet. 
 Previous, endwise sixty years in past century, 
arised first significances from experts and 
differente ecological organizations, which are 
formed in national and international level. 
 In 1982. in Nayrobi preserved second 
conference United nations about environment, 
when  indicated to uncontrolled economic 
development and exploatation of natural resources 
and effects which they saving in environment. 
 In 1992. held conference in Rio de Janeiro, and 
there is first time indicated in relationship 
between development and environment 
management system. However, like that has been 
expected, actors of conference are not 
implementing decision and acceptance about 
many themes. Namely, there has been very 
difficult implement acceptance between countries 
about themes, because there has been many 
differente economic intereses and values. 
Conference successed, because first time 
established relationship betweeen development 
and environment management system. The result 
of this conference represent ratification and 
assumption some important documents, like 
Declaration about environment and development 
(Rio declaration), Convention about climatic 
changes, Convention about biologic diversity, the 
principle about management, safety and 
sustainable development all forestry types, as well 
as sustainable development action plan for 21. 
century named Agenda 21. 
 Five years letter in New York held Conference 
Rio+5, in which concluded that in our planet 
safety realized small progress. 
 Ten years after Samit in Rio, from 26. august to 
4. september in Johanesburg is preserved World 
samit about Sustainable development (Rio+10). 
 It has been first time that the all world 
assembling because one goal - Sustainable 
development of our planet. Thoughful like a 
bigest samit of United nations, in which 
participated more than 60000 delegates, members 
of ecological organizations, representatives of 
leading world companies and more than 170 
world leaders. 
 
3.1 Agenda 21 
 
 One of basic documents, which has been adopt 
in Rio de Janeiro is Agenda 21 – declaration for 
take upon oneself for Sustainable development in 
21. century. In 500 pages there is 40 chapters – 
from poverty, atmosphere safety, forestry, water 
resources, health care, agriculture, biotechnology 
management to storage waste. Novelty in relation 
to others documents of United nations represent 

explicitly recognizing roles of „important groups“, 
like as womens, children and youth, farmers and 
contractors. From 1992, United nations started 
more and more count in role this groups in their 
programs opposite previous practice which is not 
included all paerticipants, except national 
governments and several observing organizations. 
   
3.2 Local Agenda 21 
 
 One chapter in Agenda 21 is chapter about local 
domain role. Differente bodies accentuated their 
basic role in concrete apply „Sustainably“ in local 
level. Local domain must consult with population 
in creating process strategy for Local Agenda (LA) 
21. Several years has been necessary for directives 
creating about that what this including and what 
concrete need to do. Because that, in first time, just 
several started this job. 
 Now many local domains doing according to 
principles of Local Agenda. Every process have 
characteristics, local condtions, including public 
opinion, geographic differences (urban and rural 
areas are different), which included in decision 
making. This is valid for politics standpoints and 
for resource problems. From begining that has 
been clear that there is some universal factors, like 
a parts of every process LA 21 . 
 Local Agenda is not just strategy for 
environment safety. Sustainably plan including 
social and economic decisions. Lokal Agenda 
including all society, or big part of society, with all 
resources.  
 The first step is information collecting about 
local conditions and local  precedentes - looking 
for realy needs of people. Actions must bee 
identified. Nobody dont have monopol for good 
ideas. There is important to find a way for progress 
measure, because we need to know the results of 
efforts. 
   
4.  SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT DO 
     NOT MUST BE IN CONFLIKT WITH  
     ECONOMY 
 
 That is the preopinion that environment safety 
is in conflikt with economic intereses – increasing 
of national income. The practice in developed 
countries in past decade demonstrate something 
opossite: traditional development concept, which 
oriented in production increasing and increasing of 
natural resources, arrived to finite limits. „External 
costs“, which represent product of contamination, 
resources drain, starting to overvalue benefit from 
future increase. Capital in developed countries 
more and more invested in environment safety, 
energy and other resources saving and 
development of technologies, which have positive 
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influence in environment. In this areas opened 
many new workplaces. Less developed countries 
must go along with this way. Sustainable 
development need instigate  with fiscal 
measurements in local level, which goal is 
contamination disabling and diffusion of natural 
resources. 
 Standards in environment management system 
have potential inportant role in international 
contracts ratification. For example, in all contracts 
GATT, NAFTA, WTO participants looking for 
relationship between environment and trade. 
 People activities, including economy, in that 
measurement weighting on natural functions of 
planet that ecosystem capability for future 
generations is uncertain. Degradation of this 
systems have influence in business. Corporation, 
like dominant business institution, must have 
leading role in sustainable development creating. 
 Researh and corporative skills demonstrating 
that for „responsible company“ is not necessary 
financial victims. The „responsible company“ 
concept represent: 

 behavior in ecological sustainable and 
sociable useful way, 

 disabling of ecological degradation, 
 creating useful and healthy products, 
 just behavior in relation to employers and 

society, 
 use own big influence for society 

progress, and not just for realization own 
definitive goals. 

 Some companies understood benefit from 
responsible behavior – from investment in ideas 
which have small ecological influence, increasing 
publicity of they work and improving status of 
employers and society. However, this companies 
represent just small part of whole system. 
Namely, up to now 17000 international companies 
or their representations are informed about 
ecological and sociable questions, which present 
first step in process to exist responsible company. 
Increase of corporative responsability making 
costs. However, there are many evidences which 
testify that corporative responsability is valuable 
investment. 

 
5.  BENEFITS FROM 
RESPONSABILITY 
    FOR  SUSTAINABLE  
    DEVELOPMENT 
 
  Corporative sociable and financial 
responsability are in interaction from many 
reasons. 
  First, with decrease of waste form 
companies can decresing destructive influence in 
environment and all costs and they can increasing 

competitiveness. The 3M company is staring 
decrease the waste quantity 30 years previous. 
When in 1975 in this company understood that the 
waste tied with industrial uneficiency, initiated 
program 3P (Polution Prevention Pays), with goal 
that decrease contamination, reduce costs and give 
the chance employers for inovations. Through 
2005 this company applied 5600 differente 
projects, which disabled libertation million tons 
pollutants and realized saving of milliard dolars 
just in first year (long saving in according to this 
measurements is not folowed). Many others 
companies (BP, Du Pont, IBM) decreased costs for 
hundred millions dolars, too. 
  Secondly, responsible companies 
principally developing because they are can to 
attract and held qualified employers. In accordance 
with informations from rewiev which is completed 
in 2004, 81% Americans taked care of  sociable 
undertaking when they are making decision where 
will be work. Scientific studies that asserting. 
  Third, responsible companies having 
beeter reputation, because they are not deposit 
waste in environment and they are working 
according to human principles. British Telecom 
assesing that the company responsibility have 
important influence for customers satisfy. 
  The fourth, responsible companies can 
decrease three other risks: to be incurred of new 
legal acts, that the investitors obligated them for 
change they politics and influence of increasing 
business costs. Now companies must care about 
sociable responsability investitors, which are 
retreating from inresponsability companies with 
requrements for change of politics (for example, 
corporations creating new strategies for decrease 
petrol emission which are have influence in 
climatic changes). 
  The fifth, responsible companis have 
provided access in new markets. In according to 
words Stjuart Hart, management professor at 
Kornel University „there is a little directors which 
are understanding that ecological potentials can be 
basic source of profit increase“. General Electric, 
ninth corporation in the world according to 
dimension, staring in 2004 plan „ecoimagination“ 
and in future five years they want increase 
investments in green technologies research for 
100% (1,5 milliard dolars per year). General 
Electric will be start new green production  (hibrid 
gasoil and energy locomotives, more efficiency 
beam engines). In General Electric promising that 
will be own petrol emissions with hothouse effect 
decrease for 1% until 2012, altought they are 
planning important increase in this period. 
  Ecological implications from this 
iniciative are useful, but the basic motive have 
financial nature. Namely, in General Electric hope 
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that will be have 20 milliard dolars per year until 
2020, from ecoimagination production. 
  During some companies realized profit 
in market of ecological products and kindnesses, 
others making profit with satisfy big base of 
economic pyramid. Many companies sale their 
products to people who have bigest salaries in the 
world (800 millions) and middle sociable 
category. For that companies 4 milliard people 
stay out of range they business. More and more 
companies which offering basic products and 

kindnesses for that target market and asquireding 
attribut of good corporative gownsmans. 
  The bigest responsability do not allways 
give higher profit. Some measurements for 
contamination control increasing costs (increase of 
employers salary and benefits).If we looking that 
for long time, with increase responsability 
companies can winn their rivals and they can be in 
front of rigorous legal acts and they are will 
decrease use of expensive inputs and atracting 
careful investitors and customers. 

Table 1. Some corporative leaders in influence decreasing in environment   
Sector Company Country Results and plans 

Air transport Iberia Spain Decreasing fuel consumption per 
flight for 6% between 2002 and 
2004. The plan is that in 2006 
decrease the use level of fuel in the 
relation with 2001 for 19%. 

Banking HSBC Great Britany Have leading role in creating and 
fortification ecological controls in 
supplying credit. 

Chemical 
products 

Henkel 
KGaA 

Germany Between 2000 and 2004 decreased 
the quantity of water and energy 
which are used in production and 
some pollutants. 

Electronics Philips Electronics Netherland Defined ecodesign process for 
production efficiency, recycle, 
yeasty and products with little toxic 
influence. 

Products for 
health safety 

Johnson & Johnson USA Receiving 24% elecreic energy 
from recycling sources, this is the 
first american customer of 
recycling energy. 

Assurance Swiss Re Switzerland Leader in sector which insisting in 
rigorous climatic legal acts. The 
internal goal is carbon-neutrality 
until 2013. 

Paper Svenska Cellulosa Sweden The bigest compiler and customer 
recycling paper in the Europe. 
Three times more threes planting 
than use every year. 

Vecihles Toyota Japan Leader in sector in operative 
efficiency in production hibrid cars 
which have small level petrol 
emmision and efficiency using 
goal. 

 
6.  ECOEFICIENCY IN FUNCTION OF 
     SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT  
 
 Ecoefficiency represent redesign of products 
and producing process that they will be attend the 
natural principles. Majority products in market are 
toxic in first or second level (because of 
relationship from fosil fuel from recieving energy, 
chemicals pesticides, or compost).  Ecoefficiency 
product will do not produce waste (he can or 

always recycle or use for compost). This model 
well-know like „from rocker to rocker“.  
 Woof producer Rohner from Switzerland is 
tried to produce ecoefficiency woof. Early ninety 
the government classified chopped parts of woof in 
this company like dangerous waste, because of 
toxic materials whis are used in color production. 
Because of that has been forbiden their saving and 
burning in Switzerland. The waste export will be 
expensive decision, and than has been necessary 
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find other solution. Experts for industrial design 
after testing 8000 chemicals, finded 38 which do 
not been toxic and they can giving desired colors. 
Now they are producing material from chinese 
wort, wool without pesticides and colors which 
are not toxic, without contamination.  

For long success coprorations must create 
plans of redesign products and kindnesses, which 
will be ecoefficiency. This change can be realized 
if companies creating long-time plan for transform 
of production process. Several companies set 
going with same way. 

Fuji Xerox Company (Fuji Photo Film and 
Xerox) in 1993 understood that recycling old 
copier will not be enough for decrease use of 
natural resources, and starting design copier with 
components which can be used in new models. 
Until 2003,  Fuji Xerox successed that 54% old 
components use in new copiers.  With recycling 
other parts, in the company created a little waste. 

Nike Company tries to create sneakres which 
will be not toxic, and Fetzer Wines (the part of 
Brown-Forman) want to use just organical 
shaddock in production until 2010 (successed in 
11%). Transit in recycling energy and waste 
decrease until 1990 are realized in 97%. 

Well-know corporation with mision about 
ecoefficiency is Interface Carpet. From 1996, 
Interface decreased use of energy for 28%, petrol 
emmision with hothouse effect for 46%, waste for 
63, and created a seria materials which can be 
recycled. In future ten years they planning 
decrease use of energy for 50% (and arrived to 
one half necessary energy from recycling 
sources), waste quantity for 50%, and 50% own 
materials recieved from waste materials of 
customers. 

This companies will get decreased 
contamination, efficiency use of materials, better 
reputation. Now existing new production methods 
and companies do not have to much to mislay, if 
can find way that with less investments realize 
this change. Companies, which are working 
oposite  sustainable development (rock oil 
producing, mining industry) must redesign 
business process. That companies realized profit 
from expensive infrastructure: instalment can not 
be closed without losses. However, rock oil 
stockpiles will be decreasing and accise for coal 
increasing, and if they not starting investments in 
new infrastructure, they are risking that in 
business they are endangering companies which 
producing with recycling energy. 

Companies have many problems, because 
they want to be sociable and ecological 
responsability. The most important problems is 
folowing: 

 understanding that sharholders expect 
financial profit which is increasing, 

 real ecological and sociable costs not 
included in financial analysis, because of 
insubstantial subvention and accisses, 

 corporative influence in society, etc. 
        If we make comparation between income of 
governments and leading world companies, 77 in 
first 100 places taking companies. If they want to 
have dominant influence in society, corporations 
must to use influence for society improvement and 
not just for own business goals. 
 
7.  EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE  
     DEVELOPMENT 
 
 Many times repeated concept sustainable 
development, creating impression that we 
understanding what is that. However, this 
assumption is wrong, since United nations made 
decision for proclaming publicy decade 2005-2014 
like a decade „education for sustainable 
development“. 
 In traditional educational systems business 
management and sustainable development studies 
rarely has been part of the same academic 
program. Many business school in the world 
starting to include sustainable development in own 
academic programs. From Presidio World College 
and Bainbridge Graduate Institute, the only 
business school in USA for sustainable 
development education, rised first generations 
sustainable development managers. 
 Students in that schools starting to realize 
education about sustainable development. In 1993 
students formed network for business use in world 
improvement. Organization Net Impact until 2004 
arrived number of 11000 members and 100 
organizations. Members of this organization are 
often of one`s own accort in disposition for 
organizations. When this experts, educated for 
sustainable business, be leaders, we can expect that 
economy will have positive role in society. 
 
8. CONCLUSION 
 
 In global economy, based in knowledge and 
inovative, ecoefiiciency more and more represent 
strategic element which establishing relationship 
between environment and economic business 
results. In the base, ecoefficiency is a requirement 
for realize higher value with less negative 
influences. Enterprises with modern and 
competitive technologies staying competitive, with 
increase national competitiveness in open markets. 
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